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When my wife was diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s I was coping in the dark – I didn’t
know anything about it. And I didn’t know
where to turn. But then I was put in touch
with some of my local carers’ organisations,
and their advice, support and care made
it possible for us to carry on. If you do have
dementia, you will still be able to do many
things you did before by yourself, and others
you will be able to manage with a little
assistance. You may even find time to return
to old hobbies or to learn to do things you
always wished you’d had time for. It is a time
for opportunity which you should grab with
both hands.
If you’re going to care for someone with
dementia, it’s important that you find out as
much about their condition as you can. This
booklet will give you lots of information, and
there are many organisations there to help
and support you – some of these are listed
at the back.

Foreword
An introduction
by Joe McCall

Secondly, you must be firm. Stand up and
be counted - you may become your partner’s
representative, spokesperson and protector.
You will experience many obstacles along
the way from many different sources, and
you will need lots of patience. Know your
rights and enforce them.

Carers’ organisations can
help both you and your loved
one to continue as normal a life
as possible.
Thirdly, it’s important to treat your loved
one with dignity and respect. They have
dementia, but most things are possible
with a little planning. Continue to socialise,
go shopping or for a drink – my wife still
goes to weddings and parties with me, and
she has a smashing time. After I had a heart
attack some years ago, my wife nursed me
for two years and now I’m nursing her in
return. Often she takes my hand and tells
me she loves me and I get a lot of satisfaction
out of seeing her happy. It’s not always easy
being a carer, but it is rewarding.
Good luck!
Joe McCall
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He seemed different.
Sometimes he did not
recognise our neighbour,
and we have known her
for thirty years’.

01 Introduction
This booklet is for anyone who has become,
or thinks they may become a carer for
someone with dementia. Perhaps you think
that someone close to you has dementia.
Or maybe they have been given a diagnosis,
and you are getting used to the idea of caring
for them in the future. For many people, this
can be a worrying time – you may be scared
about how dementia will affect the person
you are close to, and about the impact it may
have on your own life.

Caring for someone with dementia
is often demanding, but there are
lots of places to go for help, and
lots of information which can make
sense of the experience.
This booklet explains some of the basic facts
about dementia, gives ideas on where you
can get practical and emotional support,
offers advice on how to plan for the future,
and provides some tips on caring for people
with dementia. Importantly, it also suggests
some ways to look after yourself while
you are caring. And finally, it recommends
sources of further information and help.
Once you have read this booklet, you may
want to get in touch with some of these
organisations.
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Is It
Dementia?

What is dementia?
The word dementia
is used to describe
a number of different
conditions that affect the
brain. Each of these leads
to a decline in mental
ability, such as memory
loss, confusion, and
problems with speech,
concentration, thinking
and perception.
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Who is likely to develop dementia?
Most people who develop dementia
are over 65, although it does affect
some younger people, usually in
their forties and fifties (about one
in a thousand). One in twenty people
over 65 has dementia, and one in
five over the age of 85.
While dementia is most common
in older people, it is not an inevitable
part of ageing – the vast majority
of older people stay mentally healthy.
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What forms of dementia are there?
The most common types of dementia are
Alzheimer’s disease and vascular dementia.
Although they have similar symptoms,
they develop in different ways. Alzheimer’s
disease, which accounts for about 60 per
cent of dementia, is linked to changes in the
structure of the brain, which causes brain
cells to die. It usually starts gradually and
progresses at a slow, steady pace. Vascular
dementia happens when a series of small
strokes cuts off the blood supply to parts
of the brain. Unlike Alzheimer’s disease,
it often develops in sudden steps as these
strokes happen.
Other, less common,
types of dementia include:
– Lewy body disease (similar to Alzheimers,
although people with Lewy body disease
are more likely to experience hallucinations
- seeing, hearing, smelling or feeling things
that aren’t there – and physical difficulties,
such as tremors and falls)
– Pick’s disease (also known as frontal lobe
dementia, referring to the part of the brain
affected)
– Huntingdon’s disease or chorea (a rare
form of dementia that usually develops
at a younger age)

Dementia can also happen as
a result of Parkinson’s disease,
AIDS, a brain tumour, head
injuries or alcohol misuse.
Some of these rarer kinds of dementia can
be treated – however, this booklet mainly
looks at the most common forms, which are
not currently curable (see Can dementia be
treated?) pg11
What are the early symptons of dementia?
The most common early sign is a loss of
short-term memory – the person forgets
things they have just said or done, even
though they may clearly remember things
that happened a long time ago. Sometimes
people with early dementia say they feel they
know something is wrong, but can’t identify
exactly what it is.
Other symptoms vary, but tend to
be noticed by others as ‘odd’ or
‘uncharacteristic’ behaviour, such as loss
of interest in things the person enjoys,
confusion, loss of skills and ability to do
things they previously took in their stride,
irregular sleeping patterns, reduced
decision-making ability or mood swings.

– Creutzfeld Jakob disease (the human
form of ‘mad cow disease’, which is also
very rare and thought to be linked to
eating infected beef )
7
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Does dementia run in families?
Many people worry that if a relative of theirs
has dementia, they will one day develop
it too. Research suggests that there may
be a genetic component to dementia, but
that in most cases there is no clear family
link. Instead, experts think that there may
be a range of factors (including lifestyle,
age, genetics, education and environment)
which influence susceptibility to dementia.
One exception is in families where several
people have developed Alzheimer’s disease
before the age of 60, where a clear genetic
connection, linked to faulty chromosomes,
has been shown.

I used to think he
was doing things
on purpose to
make me angry’.
9

Can dementia be treated?
Unfortunately, the most common types
of dementia cannot be cured. Certain
drugs may help reduce symptoms in the
short term, although they do not work for
everyone. However, dementia is not usually
a direct cause of death, and people may live
with the condition for many years. There are
lots of ways of coping with dementia, and
some of these are discussed in this booklet.I
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Finding out more
The thought that someone you care about
may have dementia can be frightening.
But it is usually much better to confront
that fear and try to be practical about it,
if you can. Dementia-like symptoms are
sometimes caused by other treatable
conditions, such as depression, thyroid
problems or urinary tract infections. That
is one of the reasons it is important that
the person seeks medical advice.

If you suspect someone you
care for has dementia, contact
their GP. A good GP will be able
to carry out a full health check,
discuss your concerns and the
concerns of the person you
care for, and, if necessary, refer
them to specialists for further
assessment. The person
may also be referred to a
memory clinic, where a team of
specialists can help diagnose
the problem and offer practical
and emotional support.
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It can take a long time to make a firm
diagnosis, so you may need to be patient.
Some doctors are reluctant to make a
diagnosis until they can be totally sure the
symptoms are not due to other causes. But
any doctor should listen to your concerns,
be prepared to investigate them fully
(including making a referral to a specialist
when appropriate), and review the situation
regularly. If your GP is not helping as you
would like, you do have the right to change
doctor.

If you can’t find a new GP to
take you on, your primary care
trust must help you – contact
NHS Direct on 0845 46 47
for more details.
It is very important that the person you care
for is informed at all times about what is
happening. Research funded by the Mental
Health Foundation has shown that people
with dementia believe that it is much better
to be told about their diagnosis than for
information to be withheld from them. If they
do have dementia, it will also give both of you
a chance to plan for the future and to get the
help and support you need.
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PlanningFor
The Future

This section explains what
kind of plans you might need
to make and tells you about
the places you can go for help.
Dementia often progresses slowly, and
many people with a diagnosis live happy and
fulfilling lives for a long time. But, while it can
be a difficult subject to discuss, carers often
say how important it is to make plans for the
future with the person who has dementia. In
the early stages, it is usually possible for the
person to be fully involved, whereas later on
this may not be possible.

‘Once someone has been
diagnosed with dementia, they
and their carers usually need to
prepare for significant changes
in their lives.’
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One useful option is for the person with
dementia to make an advance directive
(also known as a ‘living will’), which is a
statement that sets out what they would
like to happen if they are unable to make
decisions in the future. This could include
their preferences about nursing home care,
what treatments they do and don’t want,
whether they want to be resuscitated in
an emergency, and who they would like
to make decisions on their behalf.
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Giving a copy of this plan to everyone
involved (including the person’s doctor) may
help reassure the person that their wishes
will be respected. If the person with dementia
needs help with writing an advance directive,
a solicitor will be able to advise them.
The Mental Capacity Act 2005* allows
someone with a dementia diagnosis to
appoint people to take decisions for them
once they have lost capacity to do so for
themselves (the Act explains how to assess
capacity), and to state treatments and care
that they would not want, and care that they
would prefer if they lose capacity.

The Mental Capacity Act also
emphasises the importance
of people making their own
decisions as much as possible
and being given help to do this
where necessary, even if you
don’t always agree with their
decision.
*The Mental Capacity Act only applies to people living
in England and Wales.
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Should I tell my employer
about the diagnosis?
If you are working and wish
to continue it is a good idea
to inform your employer of
the situation – they may be
able to help you to carry on,
perhaps with flexible hours.
If you are unsure how your
employer will react, it might
be worth seeking advice from
a carers’ organisation. Some
of these are listed at the end
of this booklet (see section 6:
Useful Contacts)
20

Lasting Power of Attorney
The Lasting Power of Attorney (LPA) is
a legal process that allows someone to
appoint another person or several people
(‘attorneys’) to take decisions about their
health and personal welfare and/or their
property and financial affairs on their behalf
if they lose capacity.

There are separate legal
documents for the health and
welfare LPA (“personal welfare
LPA”) and the property and
financial affairs LPA (“property
and affairs LPA”).
They can appoint one or
more attorneys to carry out
the different functions, and
different people to manage
different issues. They can
also limit the powers of an
attorney – for example, to make
decisions about their welfare,
but not about medical matters.
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The LPAs need to be completed and registered
with the Office of the Public Guardian (see
06: Useful Contacts) while the person still has
capacity. There is a charge for registering an
LPA. The health and personal welfare LPA only
comes into effect when the person granting
the power has lost capacity to make decisions.
With the property and financial affairs LPA, the
person granting the power must state when
they want it to start (which can be straight
away, even if the person still has capacity);
otherwise the attorney can start using the LPA
as soon as it has been registered .
If you are an attorney making decisions on
behalf of someone who has lost capacity
you must do so in their “best interests”.
Information available from the OPG explains
what this means and how to do it.

The documents and information
about LPAs can be obtained
from the Office of the Public
Guardian (OPG), but you may
want to get help from a solicitor
with completing them as they
are quite complex.
LPAs replace the enduring power of attorney
(EPA), which only covered decisions about
property and financial affairs. If the person
you care for has an EPA that was made before
1 October 2007 it is still valid, but it does not
apply to health and personal welfare issues,
so it is advisable that they take out an LPA
for these.
22
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If someone has no one they can appoint as
their attorney, the Court of Protection, which
is a special court set up to manage mental
capacity issues, can appoint “deputies”
to take decisions on health and welfare and
financial matters on their behalf. There is
a financial charge for this and it is quite a
complex process so you may want to get
advice from a solicitor.

It is advisable to write an advance decision
down and include the following information:

Advance decisions
An advance decision allows a person to state
in advance the kinds of medical treatment
they do not want, in case they lose capacity
to make these decisions. Advance decisions
are legally binding and must be followed
by doctors and healthcare professionals if
they are valid and meet certain criteria (see
below). They can be made verbally or in
writing and cannot be over-ridden unless the
person has subsequently given someone the
legal powers to do this in a Lasting Power of
Attorney (LPA).

– whether their GP has a copy of the
statement

You cannot say what treatments you do
want – only the kinds of treatment you would
refuse. So, for example, you might want to
refuse ‘life-sustaining treatment’ should
you become severely ill, or emergency
resuscitation if you stop breathing. You
cannot make an advance decision refusing
any care needed to keep you ‘comfortable’,
and you cannot make an advance decision
asking someone else to end your life.

– if the advance decision is about refusing
life-saving treatment, a clear statement
that the treatment is not wanted “even if life
is at risk” (to be legal, an advance decision
about life-saving treatment must be written
down, signed and witnessed)

– personal details – date of birth, home
address and any distinguishing features
(so they can be identified if they are
unconscious, for example)
– name and address of their general
practitioner (GP)

– a statement to say that the advance
decision is intended to take effect if they
lack capacity to make decisions about their
medical treatment
– a clear statement about the treatment(s) to
be refused and the circumstances in which
the decision should be used (you may want
to get advice from the person’s GP or other
health professional for this)

– the date the advance decision was written
– their signature
– a signature from a witness
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Advance decisions are about very important
issues and you will want to discuss them with
the person you care for as you may be the
person who has to ensure that their wishes
are respected.
It is a good idea to give a copy of the advance
decision to everyone concerned (including
the person’s GP and solicitor). If the person
you care for needs help with writing the
advance decision, a solicitor will be able to
advise them.

Some people may have already
made an advance decision
(sometimes known as a living
will) before the MCA came into
effect. If so, it may still be valid
but it is important to check,
particularly if it covers lifesustaining treatment.
Written statements
The person you care for can also make a
written statement setting out their wishes
and preferences about the care and
treatment they would like to receive if they
lose capacity to make these decisions. These
statements are not legally binding but must
be considered when the people in charge
of their health and care are deciding what
would be in their best interests.
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These statements can cover anything –
personal preferences about liking showers,
not baths; if they prefer to sleep with the light
on; the kinds of food they prefer (eg. if they
are a vegetarian). The statement can then be
filed with their health or social care record
so it is readily available to those providing
care and treatment should the person lose
capacity.
What practical help can I get with caring?
Some people feel it’s their duty to provide
care alone, but there is professional help
available – for example, social service
departments can provide home care
services, help with laundry and meals, and
advice about safety aids. In some areas
there are day care centres you and/or the
person with dementia can attend. Caring for
someone with dementia can be exhausting,
so it is vital that you take breaks and get as
much help and support as possible (see
section 4: Looking after yourself).
It can also be stimulating for people with
dementia to socialise with others and enjoy a
change of environment and activities. There
are some organisations, such as Crossroads,
The British Red Cross and For Dementia (see
part 5: Useful Contacts), which may be able
to help with nursing care or providing safety
equipment to fit around the house. Social
services may also be able to advise on home
adaptations.
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Are there any other legal issues that
will need attention?
As is the case with everyone – whether or not
they have dementia – it is vital that that the
person you care for makes a will, so that their
wishes are respected when they die.
A solicitor can help with this.
If they drive, they have a responsibility to
inform the DVLA (Drivers and Vehicles
Licensing Authority) of their condition
(contact them on 0300 790 6801 or visit
www.dft.gov.uk/dvla). Having dementia
does not necessarily mean they will have
to stop driving right away, although there
will probably come a time when they will
no longer be able to drive. Until then, a
license can be issued on the understanding
that it will be reviewed every year.

‘You’ve got to keep calm
and collected. Don’t get
angry. It’s not easy, but it’s
rewarding if you just don’t
lose your temper.’
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If someone lacks decision-making capacity
and has no one to speak on their behalf,
they also have a legal right to support from
a qualified independent mental capacity
advocate (IMCA). An IMCA can help protect
a person’s rights when decisions are being
made about their long-term care and
major medical treatment, and about adult
protection and short-term care issues.
They will seek to uphold the person’s rights
and ensure they are getting fair and equal
treatment, and that what is known about the
person’s preferences and personal beliefs
and values is taken into account when major
decisions are being made that will affect
their quality of life.
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What medical treatments can
be prescribed for dementia?
There are several drug treatments that are
thought to relieve some of the symptoms
of Alzheimer’s disease. However they do not
work for everyone, and they are not a cure.
The most common of these are known as
cholinesterase inhibitors, and include the
drugs Aricept, Exelon, and Reminyl. These
drugs can slow down the progression of
dementia, allowing the person to enjoy a
longer period before the onset of very severe
symptoms. You can find more detailed
information about how they work on the
Alzheimer’s Society website (see section
06: Useful Contacts). NICE (the National
Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence)
is the independent agency responsible for
recommending which treatments doctors
can prescribe.

My partner deserves
the best and I am not
accepting anything less.’
29
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In January 2011 NICE ruled that
Aricept, Exelon and Reminyl could
be prescribed for people with mild
dementia as well as those with
moderately severe dementia.
Another drug, Ebixa, is
recommended for people with
severe dementia, and for some
people with moderately severe
dementia.
The GP or specialist will be able
to advise which drugs may be
suitable for the person you care
for. People with vascular dementia
may be given drugs to thin
the blood or correct irregular
heartbeat, which may help
reduce the risk of further strokes.
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What other treatments might help people
with dementia?
The GP will remain responsible for the
person’s general health, and should review
their condition on a regular basis. They
may also refer the person with dementia for
specialist help, when they need it. Such help
might come from a psychiatrist, community
nurse, social worker, physiotherapist,
occupational therapist, or continence
advisor, and might involve practical nursing
support, advice on coping with dementia
and maintaining an active lifestyle, dietary
planning or counselling.
Some people with dementia are helped by
reminiscence therapy, in which they are
encouraged to recall events from the past.
Others find complementary therapies such
as acupuncture and aromatherapy useful.
What will happen when the person
with dementia can no longer be cared
for at home?
There may come a time when caring for the
person with dementia at home becomes
too difficult, and they need to be moved
to a residential home, either temporarily
(known as respite care) or permanently. This
is likely to be a difficult decision for carers
and relatives, as well as the person with
dementia, and issues such as payment can
be complex, so it is important to consider
it well in advance. Your local social services
office will be able to advise on care homes
in your area, and on whether you can get
financial support.
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Accessing Services

Unfortunately, services for people
with dementia and their carers
vary greatly from area to area. But
it is worth being persistent to get
what is legally due to you.
Your local social services have a duty to
assess you and the person with dementia
for suitability and ability to pay for services
such as day care and home help, and
to provide or pay for any help agreed
on in the assessment. You and the person
with dementia should receive separate
assessments – carers’ assessments
are designed specifically to help identify
services to support you as a carer.
To arrange an assessment, call your local
authority and ask to be put through to the
social services office (if you live in Scotland,
call your local council and ask for the social
work department; if you live in Northern
Ireland, contact your local Health And Social
Services Trust).

‘You need to know your rights
when you are looking after
someone with Dementia. In
the beginning, it’s best to get
help to find your way around
systems and bureaucracy.’
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The assessment is likely to be carried out by
a social worker who will be able to discuss
your needs at length, and who will help work
out what kind of support will be most helpful
to you. This should be written up in the form
of a care plan, and you should get a copy
for your own records. Care plans should be
reviewed regularly, so remember to ask when
you will be due for further assessment.
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The
Experience
of Caring

It can be difficult to come to terms
with becoming a carer for someone
with dementia. Not only is it painful
to realise that someone you love
has dementia, but it can also be
hard to accept that your life may
need to change quite considerably.
It can be distressing to see changes
in the abilities of a loved one, and
frustrating to feel as if you are less
able to communicate with them
than before.
You will see changes in their
abilities over time, and this may
make you feel sad. But although
caring is not easy, some people say
it can bring unexpected rewards,
such as an opportunity to show how
much they love the person they are
looking after.
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What kind of problems will someone with
dementia experience?
People with dementia tend to experience
problems with their mental ability (memory,
thinking, concentration and perception),
which then affects their behaviour.
Dementia can reduce a person’s ability
to carry out everyday tasks, such as washing,
going to the toilet, getting dressed, cooking
or cleaning. They may forget to do things,
repeat tasks they have already completed,
or do them at an unusual time or in an
‘odd’ way.
They may have trouble holding
conversations, making decisions,
understanding what is said to them or
expressing how they feel. Or they may have
trouble remembering people’s names,
dates or everyday words, and become less
physically co-ordinated. They may also
become frustrated at not being able to
communicate or carry out tasks as well as
they would like. Some people with dementia
seem calm, quiet, and happy, while others
seem more irritable, difficult to live with,
or distracted. Sometimes they may suffer
from other problems as a result of living
with dementia, such as depression.
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Of course, not everyone
with dementia will experience
all of these difficulties, and
every person will continue
to experience them in their
own way.
The speed of onset and severity of the
illness varies considerably, and symptoms
will also vary, even from day to day. In the
early stages, many people continue to live
a fairly independent life. However, problems
are likely to become more severe as the
illness progresses, and later on, people with
dementia become severely incapacitated,
both physically and mentally.
They often experience severe memory loss,
are sometimes unable to recognise familiar
people, places or objects, and may have
severe problems with basic functions like
walking, talking or eating. One of the most
distressing aspects of the disease is that in
its later stages, the person with dementia
may no longer be able to remember your
name or to recognise you physically.
However, at an emotional level they will
continue to know you as someone they have
loved and cared about for many years. By
this stage, they may become completely
dependent on others to care for them.
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How can I be most helpful to the
person with dementia?
It is very important to remember that the
person with dementia remains an adult
in their own right. Having a diagnosis of
dementia does not take their humanity away
from them, and indeed, for a long time they
may be able to live a relatively independent
life. The best way to support them is to
continue to treat them with respect and
dignity, and to listen to and try to understand
their experience.
They will still express their thoughts and
emotions, although as time passes you
may need to learn to understand them and
communicate with them in a new way. Even
though they have a disability, it is important
to remember that they will not want to be
treated like a child. Encourage them to carry
out daily tasks on their own and continue to
do things which they have always enjoyed.
Having dementia may change what a person
can manage over time, but it will still be
possible to celebrate and support what they
can do.
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What is the best way to respond
to ‘unusual’ behaviour?
Some people feel hurt, embarrassed or angry
when a loved one with dementia behaves
in a ‘strange’ way, but it is vital to remember
that this is an effect of the illness. It can be
tempting to try and avoid difficult situations
by shielding the person with dementia from
others – unfortunately, this can lead to both
you and them becoming isolated. It may
be better to explain the situation to people
– when they understand that the person
has dementia, they may well be far more
understanding, or even offer to help.
Getting into arguments about ‘odd’ things
the person is saying or doing is not usually
a good idea – it may be better to distract
their attention to another subject so as to
avoid confrontation. And although it may
be unsettling, embarrassing or irritating to
you, some unusual behaviour may well be
best left unchallenged – especially if there
is no physical danger in what the person is
doing, and they do not seem distressed by
it. Whatever response you decide on, being
calm, gentle and understanding is usually
the best way to help a person with dementia.
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How should I communicate with someone
who has dementia?
As with any relationship, the key to success
is listening, understanding, being supportive
and making a real effort to connect with the
other person’s experience. We all need to feel
cared for and understood – and people with
dementia are no different.
One of the most important skills to learn
when being with someone with dementia is
to realise that when their thinking skills aren’t
working as well, they may rely heavily on
their emotions to express themselves. Paying
attention to nonverbal signs of emotion can
help you listen to and communicate with
them more effectively (see Maintaining
A Relationship With Someone Who Has
Dementia overleaf).
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Maintaining A Relationship With
Someone Who Has Dementia

– Focus on what the person can do, rather than
what they can’t. Keeping positive will help
both you and them enjoy life.

Here are some ideas which may help maintain
and improve your relationship with someone
who has dementia:

– Don’t get into arguments about the ‘reality’ of
what they are experiencing. Even if you think
that they are mistaken, listen to what they are
saying rather than simply contradicting them
– this demonstrates your understanding that
what they are experiencing is real to them,
and will help them to feel acknowledged.

– If you are experiencing problems with
communication, remember to speak clearly
and slowly, using straightforward language.
Allow the person with dementia time and
space to respond and be prepared to repeat
things if necessary. Eye contact, physical
touch and careful listening can all show
someone we are hearing what they are saying.
– In the early stages of dementia, a person’s
abilities are likely to remain intact. It is
important not to patronise them, or treat
them as if they are less capable than they
really are. Keep things normal for as long as
possible and carry on doing things that you
both enjoy.
– Although a person with dementia’s
communication skills will be affected over
time, their words and actions will still have a
meaning. It is crucial to listen to and attempt
to understand their words and actions,
perhaps even more closely than we would
with any other person.
– Get to know as much as you can about
dementia. This booklet gives a broad
overview of the condition, and there is a list of
sources of further information in section six.
The more you know, the better you will be able
to help and care for the person you love.
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– Don’t attempt to test their memory or
pressurise them in any way. Remind them
how much you care about and love them, no
matter what their abilities are - this will show
them you accept them as they are.
– Although safety is important, don’t restrict
their freedom more than is absolutely
necessary. Allowing people to keep as much
independence as possible helps them to feel
they have some control over their lives.
– Try to help them follow a daily routine. This
can stimulate their memory, reduce confusion
and help keep you and them feeling calm
and balanced. Similarly, keeping decisions
simple and breaking down tasks into lots of
small steps can reduce the chances of you
and the person with dementia becoming
overwhelmed. Using memory aids – such as
pictures of family and friends, or a notebook
and diary in which reminders can be written –
may also help stimulate their memory.
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Looking
After
Yourself

1. Talk to other people
Caring for someone with dementia can
bring up distressing feelings, as well as
being very hard work. Most carers find it
an enormous relief to be able to talk about
their experiences with other people. Support
groups for carers exist in most areas – these
are places where you can meet people who
are going through similar experiences, get
advice on care, share stories and make
new friends. Organisations such as The
Alzheimer’s Society, Age UK and Carers UK
run helplines which you can call for advice
- they may also be able to help put you in
contact with a local support group (see
section 6: Useful Contacts).

One of the most important ways
that carers can help people with
dementia is to ensure that they
take care of themselves as well.
Being a support for someone with
dementia can be exhausting, and
while many carers feel they have
to spend their energy on the person
they are caring for, it is important
to realise that you too need looking
after. Here are some of the ways
to ensure you take care of yourself:
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Staying in touch with family and friends
can also provide an important source of
support. If you are finding it hard to cope,
you may also find it helpful to talk to a
community nurse, counsellor or clinical
psychologist – ask your GP if s/he can make
an appointment for you. Different tasks in the
caring relationship affect people in different
ways; some things you may deal with easily,
others you may find hard. The experience will
be different for different people.
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3. Take regular breaks
While it may be tempting to focus all your
efforts on the person with dementia, you are
more likely to be able to support them if you
can take time out to recharge your batteries,
see friends, carry out tasks like shopping and
cleaning, or pursue interests and hobbies.

2. Be kind to yourself
Sometimes carers say it is hard not to feel
guilty about their situation. You may feel you
are not doing as well as you should be, or are
letting the person with dementia down if you
get angry or upset. But nobody is perfect,
and caring can be an extremely difficult job.
Remember to congratulate yourself for the
hard work you are doing, and that you are
doing your best for someone you love. If you
are struggling to cope, there is absolutely
nothing wrong with seeking help – from
family, friends, social services, support
groups or your GP.
When someone is in the final stages of
dementia, you may feel that your loved one
has already passed away, and that you can
no longer offer much care. Different people
cope in different ways, but it is important to
remember that these feelings are normal.
Counselling may help you deal with guilt,
bereavement or anger.
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Keeping up other activities away from care
work can also prevent you from becoming
isolated. Friends or family may be willing to
help share duties, and many carers find the
respite provided by day services valuable.
If you are struggling to find ways to take a
break, talk to your GP or social services – they
may be able to help you take some time out.
4. Look after your health
Being a carer can put a big strain on your
health. In order to be a support to the person
with dementia, it’s vital to look after yourself,
both mentally and physically.
Taking regular exercise, eating a wellbalanced diet, getting plenty of sleep, and
taking time out each day for some relaxation
will all help you stay well. Contact your GP if
you are feeling ill or stressed.
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–The opportunity to show
their love for and commitment
to a relative or friend by caring
for them.
– The satisfaction of surviving
and succeeding in the face
of adversity.

A Final Thought About Caring
For Someone With Dementia
Here are some ideas which may
help. From reading this booklet, it
may seem that caring for someone
with dementia is a daunting and
difficult task.
And while it is true that some people
find caring to be exhausting and
painful at times, many also say that
there are also lots of good things to
be drawn from the experience, and
that remembering these can help
make the job easier. Positive things
carers have mentioned include:
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–Becoming emotionally closer
to family, friends and the
person with dementia through
the shared effort of caring.
– Meeting new people who
are going through similar
experiences.
– The realisation that everyday
living with the person with
dementia is precious, and that
even though things may have
changed, they can still enjoy
happy times with them.
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Useful
Contacts

Age UK
Age UK aims to improve later
life for everyone through
providing information and
advice, campaigns, products,
training and research.
www.ageuk.org.uk
Age UK England
York House
207-221 Pentonville Road
London N1 9UZ
Helpline: 0800 169 6565
Contact@ageuk.org.uk
Age Scotland
Causewayside House
160 Causewayside
Edinburgh EH9 1PR
0845 125 9732
enquiries@
ageconcernandhelp
theagedscotland.org.uk
Age Cymru
Tŷ John Pathy
13/14 Neptune Court,
Vanguard Way
Cardiff CF24 5PJ
029 2043 1555
enquiries@agecymru.org.uk
Age Northern Ireland
3 Lower Crescent
Belfast BT7 1NR
028 9024 5729
info@ageni.org
Alzheimer Scotland –
Action On Dementia
Scotland’s leading charity
for people with dementia
and their carers. Helpline
open 24 hours.
22 Drumsheugh Gardens
Edinburgh EH3 7RN
www.alzscot.org
Alzheimer@alzscot.org
Helpline: 0808 808 3000

Alzheimer’s Society
Devon House
58 St Katharine’s Way
London E1W 1LB
020 7423 3500
enquiries@alzheimers.org.uk
National Dementia Helpline
0845 300 0336
Mon–Fri 8.30am–6.30pm
Leading UK care and research
charity for people with
dementia and their carers.
Publishes a range of factsheets
on all aspects of dementia,
including information for
carers, and runs a national
network of support groups
and other services for carers
through its local branches.
Benefit Enquiry Line
Deals with benefits enquiries
from people with disabilities
and their carers
2nd Floor, Red Rose House
Lancaster Road, Preston
Lancashire, PR1 1HB
Freephone 0800 882 200
Text phone 0800 243 355
Monday to Friday
8.30am–6.30pm,
Saturday 9.00am –1.00pm
BEL-Customer-Services@
dwp.gsi.gov.uk
www.direct.gov.uk/
disability-money
Answers benefit enquiries
from people with disabilities
and their carers.
British Red Cross
44 Moorfields
London EC2Y 9AL
0844 871 1111
information@redcross.org.uk
www.redcross.org.uk
Offers crisis respite sitting
services for carers who need
a break.
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Care Quality Commission
CQC National Correspondence
Citygate , Gallowgate
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 4PA
03000 616161
enquiries@cqc.org.uk
The Care Quality Commission
is the new health and social
care regulator for England,
that provides guidance about
care homes.
Carers UK
20 Great Dover Street
London SE1 4LX
020 7378 4920
Helpline 0808 808 7777
info@carers.org.uk
www.carers.org.uk
Provides advice and
information for carers.
Counsel And Care
Twyman House
16 Bonny Street
London NW1 9PG
020 7241 8555
Advice line 0845 300 7585
advice@counselandcare.
org.uk
www.counselandcare.org.uk
Provides advice and
information service for older
people, their carers, relatives
and professionals working
with them.
Citizens Advice Bureau
Myddleton House
115–123 Pentonville Road
London N1 9LZ
020 7833 2181
www.adviceguide.org.uk
Advice by phone (England)
0844 111 444
(Wales) 0844 477 2020

Crossroads Care
10 Regent Place
Rugby CV21 2PN
0845 450 0350
www.crossroads.org.uk
Offers free home care by
trained workers to give carers
a break.
Crossroads Caring Scotland
24 George Square
Glasgow G2 1EG
0141 226 3793
www.crossroads-scotland.
co.uk
Crossroads Caring
For Carers (NI)
7 Regent Street, Newtownards
Co Down, BT23 4AB
028 9181 4455
mail@crossroadscare.co.uk
www.crossroadscare.co.uk
Dementia UK
6 Camden High Street
London NW1 0JH
020 7824 7200
info@dementiauk.org
www.dementiauk.org.uk
Promotes specialist nursing
care (the Admiral nursing
service) and training for
professionals working with
people with dementia. Also
hosts the Uniting Carers
network.
Admiral Nurses Direct
0845 257 9406
Uniting Carers
020 7874 7209

Provides free advice and
information on legal, financial
and other problems from its
network of local offices.
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Department Of Health
Richmond House
79 whitehall
London SW1A 2NL
020 7210 4850
www.dh.gov.uk
UK Government department
with responsibility for health.
Produces Who Cares?, a useful
information guide for carers of
people with dementia.
Huntingdon’s Disease
Association
Neurosupport Centre
Norton Street,
Liverpool
L3 8LR
0151 298 3298
info@hda.org.uk
www.hda.org.uk
Supports people affected by
Huntingdon’s disease and
provides information and
advice to families, friends and
healthcare professionals who
support Huntingdon’s disease
families.
Scottish Huntingdon’s
Association
St James Business Centre
Suite 135, Linwood Road
Paisley PA3 3AT
0141 848 0308
Sha-admin@hdscotland.org
www.hdscotland.org
Huntingdon’s Disease
Association Northern Ireland
74 Lisburn Square
Lisburn, BT28 1TS
Helpline 028 9022 1950/028
2177 1812
www.hdani.org.uk
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Mental Health Foundation
Sea Containers House
20 Upper Ground
London SE1 9QB
02078031100
www.mentalhealth.org.uk
info@mentalhealth.org.uk

NHS Direct
Helpline: 0845 46 47
Health information and advice
service. Open 24 hours a day.
National Council
For Palliative Care
The Fitzpatrick Building
188-194 York Way
London N7 9AS
T: 020 7697 1520
F: 020 7697 1530
E: enquiries@ncpc.org.uk
Office Of The
Public Guardian
PO Box 15118
Birmingham, B16 6GX
0300 456 0300
Mon–Fri 9am–5pm;
Weds 10am–5pm
customerservices@
publicguardian.gsi.gov.uk
www.direct.gov.uk/
mentalcapacity
The Office of the Public
Guardian is a government
agency set up to operate the
legal framework that protects
people who lack mental
capacity from abuse
in England and Wales.
The OPG also provides
information on mental
capacity to the public, legal
and health professionals and
researchers and contacts with
other organisations working in
the field of mental capacity. It
also has responsibility policy
issues in relation to the mental
Capacity Act and mental
capacity issues generally.

Office Of The Public Guardian
(Scotland)
Hadrian House
Callendar Business Park
Callendar Road
Falkirk, FK1 1XR
01324 678300
opg@scotcourts.gov.uk
www.publicguardian
-scotland.gov.uk
The Office of the Public
Guardian in Scotland has a
general function to supervise
people who have been
appointed to manage the
financial or property affairs
of adults who lack the capacity
to do so for themselves.
Parkinson’s Disease Society
215 Vauxhall Bridge Road
London SW1V 1EJ
020 7931 8080
Helpline 0808 800 0303
Mon–Fri 9am–8pm;
at 10am–2pm
www.parkinsons.org.uk
Provides advice and
information and Parkinson’s
disease.
Princess Royal Trust For Carers
Unit 14, Bourne Court
Southend Road
Woodford Green, IG8 8HD
0844 800 4361
info@carers.org.uk
www.carers.org.uk
A national network of
Carers’ Centres providing
information, support
services and practical help.

Solicitors For The Elderly
Suite 17, Conbar house
Mead Lane, Hertford
Herts SG13 7AP
0844 567 6173
admin@solicitorsfor
theelderly.com
www.solicitorsfortheelderly.com
Independent national
association solicitors,
barristers and legal executives
who provide legal advice for
older people, their families and
carers.
The Stroke Association
Stroke House, 240 City Road
London EC1V 2PR
020 7566 0300
Helpline 0845 303 3100
Mon–Fri 9am–5pm
info@stroke.org.uk
www.stroke.org.uk
National organisation that
provides support, information
and local support for people
who have had strokes and
their carers.
Vitalise (formerly Winged
Fellowship Trust)
12 City Forum, 250 City Road
London EC1V 8AF
0845 345 1972
info@vitalise.org.uk
www.vitalise.org.uk
Organisation providing short
breaks for disabled people and
their carers.

Samaritans
Helpline 08457 90 90 90
(24 hours)
www.samaritans.org
jo@samaritans.org
Confidential helpline offering
emotional support for people
who are experiencing feelings
of distress or despair, including
those that could lead to suicide.
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but it will still be possible
to celebrate and support
what they can do.’

